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THE SCIENCE PRESS
GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK CITY
LaMOTTE COMBINATION
SOIL TESTING OUTFIT

One of the most popular outfits, contains tests
for pH, potash, phosphorus, and nitrates, all as-
sembled in one wooden carrying case with com-
plete apparatus, reagents and instructions; price
$35.00 f.o.b. Baltimore, Md. Other combinations
can be supplied varying from three tests up to
eight. Prices on request.
LaMOTTE CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CO.
418 Light St.,
Baltimore, Md.

40 TYPES OF
MEYLAN STOP
WATCHES

A watch for every purpose
Ask for FREE folder No. 12 fully illus-
trating and describing some 40 types
of stopwatches. No salesmen will call.
A. R. & J. E. MEYLAN
"Specialists in timing instruments"
266 West 40th St., New York City, N. Y.

WE DO TRANSLATIONS
Technical and Scientific Translations
from and into all languages
Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Medicine, Metallurgy,
Engineering, etc. We do translations of technical
catalogues, circulars, manuscripts, scientific books.
Abstracts, Rewrites of technical articles and patents.
TRANSLATION AND RESEARCH BUREAU
55 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Bargains in New and
Used Glasses! All makes,
Size & powers of nature, sport & hunting
glasses, $6. upward. Telescopes, spotting &
riflescopes. Microscopes, magnifiers & com-
passes $1. upward. Repair work & goods
guaranteed. Catalog free
J. ALDEN LORING, OWEGO, N. Y.
Box B.

THE SCIENCE PRESS
PRINTING COMPANY
PRINTERS OF
SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL
JOURNALS, MONOGRAPHS
AND BOOKS
Correspondence Invited
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

Perfect
Clarity
is obtained in
PerfeKtum

MICROSCOPE COVER GLASSES
Guaranteed Non-Corrosive
Packed in wooden boxes to insure
against breakage

Perfectum Microscopic Slides
Offered in Three Qualities
Non-Corrosive
Packed in 1/2 gr. cardboard cartons

PerfeKtum Products
are available through your own Supply House
for further information write
POPPER & KLEIN, Inc.
General Distributors - 300 FOURTH AVE., N.Y.

Needle - Valves

for the Precise Control
of Gases and Liquids

Hoke valves are reliable, sensitive, and safe.
They are used extensively on high pressure
and vacuum pipe lines. Both blunt-point
and V-point types are available in brass,
steel, stainless steel, etc.

Valves for special purposes can
be made to your specifications as
to material and design.
The 309 valve illustrated per-
mits very fine adjustment of
small flows. It is made of forged
brass with V-point stainless steel
needle.

Folder S-212 gives further details.

Your dealer
or
Hoke, Inc. 122 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
ZEISS

Stereoscopic

Dissecting Microscope XV

WITH

INCLINED EYEPieces AND LARGE FIELD OF VIEW,
REVOLVING OBJECTIVE CARRIER,
BUILT IN ILLUMINATING DEVICE FOR
INCIDENT LIGHT
MAGNIFICATIONS: 16 TO 216x
Leaflet Micro 510 upon request

CARL ZEISS, INC.

485 Fifth Avenue 728 So. Hill Street
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES